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He sees Sharrkan's demon-faced soldiers incoming, so he runs away in a rush to save Morgiana, but then Morgiana is hit by a possessed Engi. Hakuryuu and the guards rush to save her. With everyone helping, they get Morgiana healed. Hakuryuu tells him to hurry up to the imperial city, but Alibaba says he wants to see his friends again. Hakuryuu tells him that she and everyone else except Morgiana felt they couldn't wait to see him. He tells them to be safe, then runs towards the city. At the city, he says goodbye to Hakuryuu and the guards. After speaking to them, he heads back to the dungeon. Sinbad and Morgiana take him to Morgiana's room. Later, he calls Aladdin to apologize for his young childish behavior and says that he wants to see Morgiana again. He instantly regrets his statement when Aladdin says he can't hear his voice anymore, because he's at Morgiana's side. Koumei is shocked to hear about the
situation, but Kougyoku tells Alibaba that there is no hope. Alibaba asks Koumei is he wishes to die or if he has found any meaning. Koumei replies that he wants to save himself and his subjects, but his people don't understand what he is doing. Aladdin says that Koumei thinks he can control them by killing everyone and that his people have no choice, other than to die. Koumei exclaims that his people will get freedom only when all the monsters are dead. Aladdin says he can't let Koumei go, but Koumei insists that he wants to do so. [301] Koumei thinks about what will happen if he fails. He thinks that every country would start fighting over such an issue and that the International Alliance will no longer support him. He knows that the International Alliance will ask how long he needs for his plan, so he concludes that he will open the way to Balbadd by revealing the truth to his people, unless he completes his plan

successfully. [303] He tells Aladdin to focus on Balbadd, to which Aladdin says he's concerned about his friend, who is now in a critical state. Koumei asks that if he wants to protect him, then he needs to succeed. Koumei then wonders if their way is the only correct one. Koumei is under the impression that he is looking for a way to understand the meaning of life, but when he asked Aladdin about it, Aladdin stopped him. However, Koumei thinks he should not give up and decides to do everything in his power. He tells Koumei that he should have listened to him earlier, because he believes that Kou wants to kill him and that this is just an illusion.
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many of the characters in the story are the creations of the author of this manga, which are sometimes based on his life or his imagination. for
example, alibaba was inspired by one piece's monkey d. luffy, and sinbad's design was based on those of one piece's characters. zend guard has

a large number of homura kitsune characters, and some characters in the series are based on real-life people, like morrigan aensland, zola,
casimir, tsukimori yaguchi, and tsukishima yurizan. zend guard is notable for several things. one of the first manga that can be seen as a "full-
fledged" manga, with detailed artwork and the use of the normal eye, which seems to have left one piece's artwork, but it soon becomes very
popular, especially in the one piece fandom. zend guard is also the first manga to use the unique source of the yambala nation, the yambala

mochi. zend guard also marks the beginning of the series to have the main character to be based on a real-life person. it is also the first manga to
have the main character to be japanese, and the first to have a major character to be a woman. following the death of cassim, alibaba's body has

taken in cassim's rukh, which caused severe disruption in his body and preventing him from fully utilizing his metal vessel, but their ruks
ultimately fused during alibaba's training in the reim empire with the yambala gladiators, and finally being able to utilize his djinn equip by the
time of war at magnoshutatt. before the civil war of kou empire, alibaba and aladdin made attempt to pacify with his friend hakuryuu ren, now

the fourth emperor, but ended up in a battle where his soul was sent away drifting for three years. following his return, he became a driving force
in the kou empire, now under the rule of he fifth empress kougyoku ren and declining in influence with the new world's rules, and miraclously

returned the empire to new glory. he then later thwarted sinbad's ultimate plan to recreate the world by returining every life to the rukh,
vanishing all metal vessel and djinns, and in the aftermath, ultimately married with morgiana. he is the deuteragonist of the series magi .
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